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Reward processing in neurodegenerative disease

David C. Perry, MD1 and Joel H. Kramer, PsyD1

1Department of Neurology, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA

Abstract

Representation of reward value involves a distributed network including cortical and subcortical 

structures. Because neurodegenerative illnesses target specific anatomic networks that partially 

overlap with the reward circuit they would be predicted to have distinct impairments in reward 

processing. This review presents the existing evidence of reward processing changes in 

neurodegenerative diseases including mild cognitive impairment, Alzheimer's disease, 

frontotemporal dementia, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, and Huntington's 

disease, as well as in healthy aging. Carefully distinguishing the different aspects of reward 

processing (primary rewards, secondary rewards, reward-based learning, and reward-based 

decision-making) and using tasks that differentiate the stages of processing reward will lead to 

improved understanding of this fundamental process and clarify a contributing cause of behavioral 

change in these illnesses.
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Introduction

Processing of rewards is a daily process, as individuals weigh the relative value of food, 

money, or social choices. The role of reward processing has been extensively studied with 

animal models and healthy adults providing much of the data. The neurodegenerative 

diseases provide an additional resource for understanding these behaviors because each has 

characteristic selective vulnerability of different brain regions. When these predictably 

affected regions overlap with those implicated in reward processing, there is an opportunity 

to further understanding of this fundamental process. This review briefly summarizes the 

extensive literature on the anatomy of reward processing as well as the literature on reward 

in individual neurodegenerative diseases, discusses how the study of each informs the other, 

and identifies needed developments for the advancement of the field of study.
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Reward Concepts and Components

The concept of a reward includes anything that an organism will pursue or work for. Though 

various definitions exist, reward broadly encompasses all “objects or events that generate 

approach and consummatory behavior, produce learning of such behavior, represent positive 

outcomes of economic decisions and engage positive emotions and hedonic feelings” 

(Schultz, 2010). Primary rewards including food, drink, and sex produce pursuit behaviors 

in and of themselves. Secondary rewards such as money motivate pursuit because they can 

be used to obtain primary rewards. Opposite rewards are punishments, or stimuli an 

individual will work to avoid.

The process of evaluating rewards involves multiple steps. Anticipation of an upcoming 

reward, action selection to seek or avoid the stimulus, the actual experience of receiving the 

reward, and then re-evaluating or learning from the experience are separate components that 

may have different anatomic correlates.

Anatomy of Reward Processing

Multiple brain regions have been implicated in assigning reward value (Figure 1). Though a 

brief description of their known roles in reward processing is given in this section, animal 

and human studies continue to clarify the complexity of reward circuit anatomy (Haber & 

Knutson, 2010) and the process of determining reward value (Berridge, 2012; Schultz, 2010; 

Sescousse, Caldú, Segura, & Dreher, 2013). The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) shows increased 

activation to pleasant, presumably rewarding, stimuli in multiple sensory modalities 

(olfaction (E. T. Rolls, Kringelbach, & De Araujo, 2003), gustation (O'Doherty, Rolls, 

Francis, Bowtell, & McGlone, 2001), vision (O'Doherty et al., 2003), hearing (Blood, 

Zatorre, Bermudez, & Evans, 1999), and somatosensation (E. T. Rolls et al., 2003)). In 

addition to representing primary rewards, more abstract concepts such as economic value are 

also represented in OFC (Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006). There is also decreasing 

activation when a rewarding stimulus is consumed to satiety as its reward value decreases 

(Kringelbach, O'Doherty, Rolls, & Andrews, 2003). It has been suggested that lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex may be more involved in processing negative consequences and medial 

orbitofrontal in reward (Anderson et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2001; E. T. Rolls et al., 

2003). The amygdala also encodes stimulus reward value, including the valence (Morrison 

& Salzman, 2010), magnitude (Bermudez & Schultz, 2010), and intensity of a rewarding 

stimulus (Anderson et al., 2003).

The ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens, olfactory tubercle, and portions of ventral caudate 

and putamen) is a key reward region that activates with anticipation of reward. Some studies 

have shown a distinction between activation of these areas in reward anticipation compared 

to activation of orbitofrontal areas with receipt of reward (Knutson, Fong, Adams, Varner, & 

Hommer, 2001). This may only be the case after conditioning has taken place. As with 

orbitofrontal cortex, there may be anatomic distinction between areas of the ventral striatum 

that are responsive to reward versus punishment, with one study suggesting more anterior 

BOLD signal on fMRI in reward and more posterior ventral striatal activity in punishment 

(Seymour, Daw, Dayan, Singer, & Dolan, 2007).
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The mechanism of learning to predict reward value may be related to the phasic activity of 

dopaminergic neurons from the ventral tegmental area (Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997). 

Neuronal recordings of the caudate and putamen of monkeys have demonstrated that reward 

based learning also takes place at the level of the striatum (Samejima, Ueda, Doya, & 

Kimura, 2005). The dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area project via the 

mesolimbic pathway to the nucleus accumbens, which also receives excitatory input from 

the amygdala and hippocampus. The ventral striatum inhibits the ventral pallidum, which 

has inhibitory connections with the dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus, which then 

projects to prefrontal cortex. In addition to this ventral pathway, the dorsal striatum and 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex play a role in processing of reward. For example, the dorsal 

striatum may be involved in selecting actions based on anticipation of reward (Haruno et al., 

2004).

The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is also implicated in reward processing. It is directly 

involved in representation of reward value, possibly because projections to its pregenual and 

dorsal anterior regions from the OFC (Grabenhorst & Rolls, 2011). It has also been 

proposed to mediate choice between risky alternatives, requiring weighing of potential 

rewards or punishments (M. Ernst et al., 2004; R. D. Rogers et al., 2004). It is involved in 

conflict monitoring (R. D. Rogers et al., 1999) and part of the process may involve 

integrating cognitive processing with autonomic information associated with anticipation 

(Critchley, Mathias, & Dolan, 2001).

The anterior insula also receives input from the body that conveys sensation and information 

about the physiological state, which is important in judging how salient a reward might be at 

a given time (Craig, 2003). The anterior insula, along with lateral orbitofrontal cortex, may 

be more involved in representing negative consequences, or punishment (Seymour, Singer, 

& Dolan, 2007). This has been proposed to be due to the role of this area in processing 

bodily sensations of unease (Paulus & Stein, 2006). Those with lesions in this area do not 

adjust their bets on gambling tasks in accordance with risk (Clark et al., 2008). This area 

activates before making a risky decision (Kuhnen & Knutson, 2005) and in anticipation of 

loss (Samanez-Larkin, Hollon, Carstensen, & Knutson, 2008).

This anatomy reflects areas involved in anticipating reward and responding to receiving 

rewarding stimuli. The anatomy involved in intentional delay of receiving reward may be 

different. In the “marshmallow study” of Walter Mischel, individuals who as preschoolers 

were able to delay the gratification of receiving a marshmallow in order to receive two later 

were more successful in later life in terms of SAT scores, social and emotional adjustment 

(Mischel et al.,). This ability to deny immediate reward in favor of delayed or more long-

term reward has been proposed to involve intact cognitive control, or executive function 

through dorsolateral prefrontal-striatal networks (Hare, Camerer, & Rangel, 2009; Hariri et 

al., 2006).

Methods of Reward Processing Assessment

A variety of techniques have been used to measure reward processing. Some of these 

involve passive experience of stimuli, such as primary or secondary rewards. Subjects are 
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presented with pleasant or unpleasant smells, tastes, sounds, or visual stimuli. Sometimes 

the task includes an anticipatory phase where the subject is aware of the possible upcoming 

reward or punishment. In the Monetary Incentive Delay (MID) task (Knutson et al., 2001) 

cues are given about upcoming small or large rewards or punishments and subjects are told 

these are conditional upon rapidly pressing a button. The positive or negative consequences 

then occur at a fixed frequency and fMRI signal reveals activation in response to 

anticipation and receiving rewards or punishments of varying magnitudes.

Reward learning tasks include conditioning paradigms where a neutral conditioned stimulus 

is paired with a rewarding or punishing unconditioned stimulus. Some of these paradigms 

then employ reversal learning, where the association between stimuli changes, and 

previously rewarded choices no longer yield positive results. Probabilistic reversal learning 

is a variant of this task in which stimulus choices are usually, but not always, paired with an 

outcome (positive or negative) and sometimes are associated with the opposite result.

The assessment of reward-related decision making includes several gambling tasks. In the 

Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) the subject can select cards from four decks, two of which yield 

small gains and losses but trend toward monetary gain, and the other two decks give large 

potential gains, but larger and more frequent losses that lead to net loss of money (Bechara, 

Damasio, Damasio, & Anderson, 1994). This task is considered a measure of decision-

making under uncertainty as the subjects do not know the exact risk associated with each 

choice at the start. Though it was originally proposed as a measure of OFC integrity, intact 

performance on the IGT requires widespread prefrontal function (M. Ernst et al., 2002; 

Manes et al., 2002). In the Cambridge Gamble Task (CGT) (Rahman, Sahakian, Hodges, 

Rogers, & Robbins, 1999) subjects are presented with 10 tiles colored red or blue and are 

asked to place a wager on the odds of a token being hidden under a red or a blue tile. The 

proportion of red versus blue tiles changes with each trial, making the CGT a task of 

decision-making under risk since the odds are known by the subject. Temporal discounting 

is another decision-making task in which a choice is presented between smaller immediate 

gains and larger delayed rewards. These decision-making tasks are tied to the emerging field 

of neuroeconomics (Lee, Seo, & Jung, 2012; Loewenstein, Rick, & Cohen, 2008), which 

bring together economic theories of decision making, psychology, and the neuroscience of 

determining value in order to provide a framework for better understanding behavior in 

health, aging (Brown & Ridderinkhof, 2009), or illness.

Reward in Neurodegenerative Diseases

Nervous system diseases provide an opportunity beyond animal models and healthy adults 

to understand the working of reward behavior when it is not functioning appropriately. 

Some of this work has been done in brain lesion studies, but the anatomy of areas affected 

by brain lesions is variable and unpredictable. An advantage in studying behavior and 

cognition in neurodegenerative diseases is that each tends to target areas of selective 

vulnerability and specific networks are implicated (W. W. Seeley, Crawford, Zhou, Miller, 

& Greicius, 2009). The reasons for this selective vulnerability are unclear, but the fact that 

known networks are targeted allows for more predictable study of the role of these networks 

in a particular behavior of interest.
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The discussion of reward in each illness will be framed in terms of evidence regarding 

processing of primary rewards, secondary rewards, reward-based learning, and reward-based 

decision-making (Table).

Healthy Aging

As patients with neurodegenerative disease tend to be older it is important to understand the 

natural course of reward processing in healthy aging. Some literature on normal aging 

suggests a positivity bias, meaning that there is a higher ratio of positive to negative affect 

and stronger memory and attention for positive valenced information than negative. It has 

been suggested that this bias is a result of a greater focus on emotional goals (Mather & 

Carstensen, 2005). Structural changes in aging include generalized volume loss with frontal 

and parietal lobes particularly affected (Resnick, Pham, Kraut, Zonderman, & Davatzikos, 

2003). The cognitive effects of aging have been extensively studies and are thought to 

include executive function impairment, problems with set shifting and working memory 

(Marschner et al., 2005).

Primary reward processing—Older adults showed increased activity in a wide range of 

gustatory and reward processing areas on an fMRI task evaluating gustatory processing in 

hunger, possibly suggesting the recruitment of additional regions in age as primary sensation 

declines (Jacobson, Green, & Murphy, 2010).

Secondary reward processing—On the MID task healthy older adults showed the 

same degree of fMRI activation in anticipation of money gain as younger adults, but had 

less activation in anticipation of loss (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2007), consistent with a 

positivity bias.

Reward-based learning—The results of reward-based learning in aging have not always 

been consistent with a positivity bias. Some have found a negativity bias in “older old” 

adults (age >70) compared “younger old” adults and have suggested that this is the result of 

a decline in dopamine levels in aging (M. J. Frank & Kong, 2008). A more recent study 

found that as a group, older adults showed no bias toward positive or negative feedback, but 

when each individual was looked at, there were more individuals with a positivity or 

negativity bias in the older group than the younger group, and that those with a negativity 

bias were slightly older than the positive bias group (Simon, Howard, & Howard, 2010). 

This may substantiate the hypothesis that negativity bias correlates with decreasing 

dopamine in late life.

Older subjects also collect fewer points on a probabilistic object reversal task than younger 

subjects, even when results are corrected for age-related differences on other tests of 

executive function (Mell et al., 2005). This may suggest a separate deficit in reward learning 

independent of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex mediated functions.

Mild cognitive impairment

The positivity bias in healthy aging contrasts with what is seen in mild cognitive impairment 

(MCI). MCI is a syndrome characterized by a cognitive complaint that is supported by 
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impaired memory testing with intact activities of daily living (Petersen et al., 1999). The 

MCI category includes patients who will develop dementia and be diagnosed with 

Alzheimer's disease, but also includes patients who will not progress and also those who 

ultimately be diagnosed with a non-Alzheimer dementia. This suggests that MCI literature 

may be less specific in terms of the involved neural networks.

Reward-based learning—A study of patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment 

compared to healthy aging controls compared the effect of monetary reward or loss on 

performance of a task of spatial attention. The results indicated that MCI patients had 

improved performance compared to neutral conditions only during tasks when monetary loss 

was threatened and this seemed to correlate with posterior cingulate cortex activity on fMRI, 

whereas the healthy aging controls improved performance more in conditions when 

monetary gain was possible, and this correlated more with orbitofrontal cortex fMRI 

activation (Bagurdes, Mesulam, Gitelman, Weintraub, & Small, 2008). In a separate study 

amnestic MCI patients also showed a bias toward improved working memory for pictures 

with negative emotional content compared to neutral or positive pictures compared to 

healthy aging controls who had no significant alteration in performance with emotional 

targets (Döhnel et al., 2008). The healthy aging subjects showed a decrease in left precuneus 

activation with viewing positive targets and the MCI patients had increased right precuneus 

activation with negative targets.

Alzheimer's disease

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia in the elderly and in 

addition to memory impairment is accompanied by a variable degree of executive function 

impairment and visuospatial impairment. The areas of atrophy in Alzheimer's disease 

particularly involve the medial temporal lobe, posterior cingulate, precuneus, and lateral 

temporoparietal region. Resting state functional connectivity mapping shows that these areas 

are part of the “default mode network” (W. W. Seeley et al., 2009). Though these areas are 

not frequently included in the reward circuit, some recent literature implicates the posterior 

cingulate in representation of reward value (Kable & Glimcher, 2007).

Patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) have decreased pursuit of rewarding behaviors, but 

this is often secondary to apathy. Apathy in dementia has been associated with atrophy in 

the anterior cingulate and medial prefrontal cortex (Rosen et al., 2005). One SPECT study in 

AD correlated apathy with hypoperfusion in the left anterior cingulate and right orbitofrontal 

cortex (Lanctôt et al., 2007). The findings in OFC could implicate diminished reward system 

activity with apathy. Stimulants have been given to patients with Alzheimer's disease for 

treatment of apathy. These drugs have effects on other neurotransmitters beyond dopamine 

including norephinephrine, but there is evidence that the dopaminergic activity of these 

medications on ventral striatum and occupancy of D2 receptors is responsible for their 

rewarding effects (Drevets et al., 2001)(Volkow et al., 1999). In a dextroamphetamine 

challenge, AD patients without apathy responded to the rewarding effects of the drug while 

the apathetic patients did not. Blood pressure response was no different between the groups 

(Lanctot et al., 2008). One study of methylphenidate found an improvement of apathy in AD 

patients (though there was also a higher rate of limiting side effects) which the authors 
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attributed to increased activation of the dopamine-mediated brain reward system (Herrmann 

et al., 2008).

Primary reward processing—Loss of appetite is also observed in Alzheimer's disease. 

This has been hypothesized to be secondary to apathy or from decreased reward value of 

food. Loss of appetite has been correlated on functional imaging with left anterior cingulate 

and left orbitofrontal cortex hypoperfusion and relative sparing of perfusion to right anterior 

cingulate, right orbitofrontal, and left middle mesial temporal cortices (Ismail et al., 2008). 

Impairment in primary olfaction or gustation also influences the reward value of food. Poor 

odor discrimination and identification has been shown in AD (Luzzi et al., 2007).

Reward-related decision-making—Tests of reward-related decision-making have been 

given to Alzheimer's disease patients but the impairments they have demonstrated likely are 

not due to impaired reward processing. AD patients show impaired performance on the IGT 

(Sinz, Zamarian, Benke, Wenning, & Delazer, 2008; Torralva, Dorrego, Sabe, Chemerinski, 

& Starkstein, 2000) and lack of an advantageous strategy on a test of decision under risk 

(Game of Dice Task) (Delazer, Sinz, Zamarian, & Benke, 2007) but in these studies the poor 

performance correlated with impairment in memory, inhibitory control, and set-shifting, 

respectively.

Frontotemporal dementia

The term frontotemporal dementia encompasses a heterogeneous group of clinical 

syndromes that can be caused by a variety of different pathologies. The characteristic 

symptoms of behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) involve a progressive 

change in personality and behavior including disinhibition, apathy, eating changes, repetitive 

or compulsive behaviors, and loss of empathy. The areas that are vulnerable early in this 

disorder include the anterior insula, orbitofrontal cortex, and anterior cingulate with right 

frontal areas being more affected early in disease (W. W. Seeley et al., 2008). These areas 

are part of an intrinsic connectivity network identified by resting state fMRI (W. W. Seeley 

et al., 2007). This network, called the “salience network” because of its activation with 

emotionally significant stimuli, has reduced activity in bvFTD, but not in AD (Zhou et al., 

2010). These vulnerable regions and functional networks include structures in common with 

the known anatomy of the reward system, suggesting that patients with bvFTD may have 

abnormalities in reward processing underlying some of their change in behavior. The 

changes could also be neurochemical as well as structural, but the evidence of dopamine 

deficiency in bvFTD has been mixed, with some finding deficiency (Frisoni et al., 1994; 

Rinne et al., 2002) and others not (Francis et al., 1993; Sjogren, Wikkelso, Ostling, Wallin, 

& Blennow, 2002).

Deficiencies in cognitive control have also been observed in bvFTD and these may explain 

impaired performance on some tasks that have been attributed to reward processing. On the 

flanker task, where patients are asked to select the direction of a centrally presented arrow 

which is flanked either by arrows pointing in the same or the opposite direction, bvFTD 

patients perform worse than controls during the incongruent condition (flanking arrows 

pointing in the opposite direction) (Krueger et al., 2009). Ventrolateral prefrontal/
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orbitofrontal cortex (specifically BA 47) was found to be particularly active in an fMRI 

study of this task in healthy individuals during the incongruent condition (Luks, Simpson, 

Dale, & Hough, 2007).

Primary reward processing—BvFTD patients often have changes in eating habits with 

a preference for sweet, carbohydrate rich foods and overeating. When 32 patients with 

neurodegenerative diseases were given all the sandwiches they chose to eat, 6 overate. All of 

these had bvFTD (of a total of 13 bvFTD patients in the study) and they showed a 

preference for sweet jelly sandwiches. Five of the six reported being full but continued to 

eat. A voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis of the overeaters correlated the behavior 

with atrophy of the right ventral insula, including the anterior portion, right rostral 

orbitofrontal cortex, and right striatum (Woolley et al., 2007). In a separate VBM paper, the 

sweet preference was associated with atrophy of the bilateral posterolateral orbitofrontal 

cortex (BA 12/47) and right anterior insula while over-eating was associated with gray 

matter loss in bilateral anterolateral OFC (BA 11) (Whitwell et al., 2007).

The overeating may result from a change in sensory processing, be a stimulus-bound 

behavior, or it may represent a change in the reward or punishment value of the food 

stimulus. Though bvFTD patients have been demonstrated to have a deficit in identifying 

odors (Luzzi et al., 2007; Rami, Loy, Hailstone, & Warren, 2007), this is more likely due to 

a deficit in semantic knowledge rather than sensation since they display normal 

discrimination of odors (Rami et al., 2007).

The fact of continuing to eat past satiety suggests that either the reward value was not 

decreasing despite lack of hunger, or impairment in the negative (punishment) signal 

associated with fullness. As has been discussed above, the orbitofrontal cortex has been 

shown to activate in response to rewarding taste and smell stimuli and then show decreasing 

activation with consumption to satiety. Atrophy of the OFC alone could therefore 

hypothetically lead to a diminishment in reward value, rather than an increase. Alternatively, 

since the OFC not only encodes reward value, but also provides a more detailed 

representation of reward features than other reward processing regions(E. T. Rolls & 

Grabenhorst, 2008), its degeneration could lead to less distinction between rewards, less 

ability to compare the relative value of rewards in different sensory modalities, or 

insensitivity to contextual cues, such as satiety. Other observations that may suggest 

decreased sensitivity to punishment is an increased pain threshold and tolerance in bvFTD 

(Carlino et al., 2010) and decreased fear conditioning to an aversive loud noise (Hoefer et 

al., 2008).

Patients with bvFTD often have reduced sex drive (54% compared to 8% with increased sex 

drive (Miller, Darby, Swartz, Yener, & Mena, 1995)) indicating reduced pursuit of another 

behavior associated with reward. This may suggest the lack of negative consequences play a 

stronger role in overeating rather than an excess in reward-seeking.

Reward-based learning—Though reward-based learning has not been extensively tested 

in bvFTD, humans and monkeys with OFC lesions show perseveration on reversal learning 
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(E. T. Rolls, Hornak, Wade, & McGrath, 1994) which was not seen in dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex lesions (Fellows & Farah, 2003).

Reward-related decision-making—Financial risk taking in bvFTD has been evaluated 

through two different tasks. The Iowa Gambling Task has been administered to 20 bvFTD 

patients compared to matched controls. The groups initially had comparable performance, 

but over the course of the task the controls learned to choose the less risky alternatives 

which lead to accumulation of money, while the bvFTD patients developed a preference for 

the risky options, which ultimately lead to loss of money (Torralva et al., 2007). This result 

has been reproduced by the same group (Torralva, Roca, Gleichgerrcht, Bekinschtein, & 

Manes, 2009) and is consistent with studies of patients with OFC lesions. These patients 

choose risky options on the IGT and they have also been shown to not have the normal 

autonomic change in skin conductance in anticipation of reward or loss on this task, though 

they have the appropriate response to receiving the gain or loss (Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, 

& Damasio, 1997). On the CGT early bvFTD patients with intact measures of executive 

function had slower decision times and increased risk taking compared to normal controls 

(Rahman et al., 1999). As previously discussed, the explanation for deficiency on these 

gambling tasks includes not only impaired assessment of reward value, but also more 

widespread frontal impairment.

As with Alzheimer's disease, stimulants have been given in bvFTD. One trial of 8 patients 

with a single methylphenidate challenge resulted in reduced risk-taking behavior on the 

Cambridge Gamble Task with no change in other aspects of cognitive function (Rahman et 

al., 2006). As with the treatment of AD, the authors hypothesize that this improvement is 

secondary to dopaminergic activity either at the OFC or at the striatum.

Semantic-variant primary progressive aphasia

Semantic-variant primary progressive aphasia (svPPA) is another frontotemporal dementia 

syndrome characterized by progressive language impairment with loss of object knowledge. 

It is characterized by degeneration of the anterior temporal lobe, usually in asymmetric 

fashion, though the atrophy involves extratemporal areas as well, including the ventral 

striatum. In contrast to bvFTD, dietary changes in svPPA include food fads and restrictive 

dieting. Like bvFTD, svPPA patients have difficulty on odor and flavor tasks that involve 

semantic knowledge of the stimuli, but perform normally on tasks that assess more basic 

sensation (Luzzi et al., 2007; Piwnica-Worms, Omar, Hailstone, & Warren, 2010).

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

There is increasing consensus of a relationship between the diseases of frontotemporal lobar 

degeneration and motor neuron disease with recognition that many ALS patients have 

cognitive impairment (Lomen-Hoerth et al., 2003). Reward processing in ALS has yet to be 

extensively studied but one study has demonstrated impairment on various frontal lobe 

mediated tasks with intact probabilistic reversal learning (Meier, Charleston, & Tippett, 

2010).
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Parkinson's disease

The hallmark motor features of Parkinson's disease (PD) include rest tremor, rigidity, 

bradykinesia, and postural instability. The pathologic feature is abnormal accumulation of 

the protein alpha-synuclein. While there is no signature atrophy pattern of Parkinson's 

disease, specific functional circuits are known to be involved. The motor features are due to 

pathology involving the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra. The substantia 

nigra pars compacta acts on the striatum through the nigrostriatal pathway via D1 and D2 

receptors. Decreased D1 activity leads to decreased direct pathway activity and less 

activation of D2 receptors leads to increased activity of the indirect pathway. Both of these 

result in bradykinesia. Parkinson's disease involves multiple non-motor symptoms as well, 

and cognitive symptoms are described including executive dysfunction (Zgaljardic, Borod, 

Foldi, & Mattis, 2003).

The ventral tegmental area is also a primarily dopaminergic structure in the midbrain, is 

adjacent to the substantia nigra, and there is evidence of decreased mesolimbic pathway 

activity from the VTA in PD as well. Patients with PD have decreased concentrations of 

dopamine in the nucleus accumbens, with deficiency being of the same magnitude as in the 

caudate (Farley, Price, & Hornykiewicz, 1977), though the putamen seems most heavily 

affected (Kish, Shannak, & Hornykiewicz, 1988).

Because of the hypothesized role of dopamine in pleasure processing, it has been suggested 

that PD patients might experience anhedonia. Though one study showed decreased response 

to the rewarding effects of methylphenidate in PD (Persico, Reich, Henningfield, Kuhar, & 

Uhl, 1998), another study showed normal hedonic tone in PD on a pleasure scale (Pluck & 

Brown, 2002). The latter study also showed apathy in patients with PD, and that apathy 

correlated with their executive dysfunction.

A variety of impulse control disorders (ICDs) have been described in Parkinson's patients. 

Dopamine replacement, particularly dopamine agonists are a risk factor for these disorders, 

which include hypersexuality, pathologic gambling, compulsive shopping, and binge eating. 

Other disorders associated with dopamine therapy include punding, purposeless 

stereotypical behaviors initially described in psychostimulant abusers (Evans et al., 2004), 

and dopamine dysregulation syndrome. This syndrome involves the compulsive use of 

dopamine medication beyond that needed for control of motor symptoms in spite of negative 

motor and behavioral consequences (Giovannoni, O'Sullivan, Turner, Manson, & Lees, 

2000). This increase in impulsive behavior and insensitivity to negative consequences is 

thought to be a result of dopamine mediated activation of the reward pathway and is treated 

by reduction in medication doses. This model is supported by the finding that PD patients 

with compulsive gambling show increased resting activation on SPECT of right hemisphere 

orbitofrontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, insula, and ventral pallidum (Cilia et al., 

2008).

The placebo effect has been hypothesized as a type of reward process mediated by dopamine 

release. When PD patients were given placebo and told that they had a certain percent 

chance of receiving actual levodopa their raclopride PET scan indicated significant 

dopamine release occurred when they were told the probability of receiving active 
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medication was 75% but not at other probabilities. Prior response to levodopa correlated 

with dopamine release in the dorsal striatum but expectation of improvement was required 

for dopamine release in the ventral striatum (Lidstone et al., 2010).

Primary Reward Processing—Processing of primary rewards in PD could be affected 

by deficits in sensation. Though olfactory impairment in PD is well-established, gustation is 

preserved, including perception of the pleasantness of taste (Sienkiewicz-Jarosz et al., 2005).

Secondary Reward Processing—As discussed above, it has been hypothesized that 

there is an anatomic distinction between anticipation of reward and receipt of reward. 

Parkinson's disease patients have been shown to have impaired reward anticipation, 

particularly on high incentive tasks by an evoked potential (stimulus preceding negativity) 

(Mattox, Valle-Inclan, & Hackley, 2006). In a monetary incentive delay task with fMRI, 

both elderly controls and PD patients had an absent reward predictive response in midbrain 

and ventral striatum but had activation with reward feedback, showing that processing of the 

reward prediction error was intact. The PD patients only showed increased anterior cingulate 

cortex activation during reward feedback and decreased functional connectivity of midbrain 

and ventral striatum (Schott et al., 2007). This pattern of decreased striatal activation with 

anticipation and increased cortical activation, in particular medial prefrontal and anterior 

cingulate cortex, with reward receipt has been replicated in other studies as well (Keitz et 

al., 2008; Rowe et al., 2008). This decrease in response to expectation of a reward may 

contribute to apathy in PD, with less motivation to pursue an activity, even if the circuitry 

remains intact to allow receiving the reward.

Reward-based learning—Both the disease state in PD and treatment with dopamine 

replacement have been shown to affect reward-based learning. On a trial-and-error 

procedural learning task PD patients off of dopamine medications show improved learning 

in response to negative outcomes relative to positive, meaning they rapidly learned to avoid 

choices with negative results. Those on medications show more learning based on positive 

outcomes than negative (M. J. Frank, Seeberger, & O'Reilly, 2004). In a probabilistic 

classification task, young unmedicated PD patients showed a deficit in reward processing 

and novelty seeking that was improved with dopamine agonist treatment, though this led to 

disrupted responsiveness to punishment (Bodi et al., 2009). Similarly, PD patients on 

medication had impaired reversal learning with an unexpected punishment, but performed as 

well as patients off medication or controls in response to an unexpected reward. This was 

particularly true for patients on pramipexole, a D3 agonist (Cools, Altamirano, & 

D'Esposito, 2006). D3 receptors are found primarily in the ventral striatum. The authors 

hypothesize that while dopamine replacement is helpful for areas with dopamine deficiency 

in the dorsal striatum, it may overdose dopamine in the ventral striatum. When there is an 

excess of available dopamine there would be strong phasic dopamine-mediated learning 

based on reward, but not punishment. Learning from neutral or negative consequences 

requires lower “dips” in dopamine level that could not occur with dopamine replacement, 

but may be heightened off medication. The selective effect of dopamine on learning from 

positive outcomes was confirmed in a reinforcement learning task with PD and healthy 

controls subjects on and off medications, and the PD patients were also shown to make 
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perseverative choices that resolved with dopamine replacement (Rutledge et al., 2009). This 

hypothesis has also been supported by findings of impaired deactivation of OFC during 

negative reinforcement in a probabilistic learning task while on pramipexole (van Eimeren 

et al., 2009). These deficits in reward learning can occur independent of motor symptoms as 

shown in a group of alpha-synuclein gene duplication carriers without motor findings who 

displayed impaired reward but not punishment learning (Keri, Moustafa, Myers, Benedek, & 

Gluck, 2010).

Reward-related decision-making—The Iowa Gambling Task has been given to PD 

patients many times with mixed results. In several studies the PD patients displayed 

increased risk taking (Delazer et al., 2009; Ibarretxe-Bilbao et al., 2009; Kobayakawa, 

Koyama, Mimura, & Kawamura, 2008; Pagonabarraga et al., 2007; Perretta, Pari, & 

Beninger, 2005). In other studies they did not (Czernecki et al., 2002; Euteneuer et al., 2009; 

Mimura, Oeda, & Kawamura, 2006; Poletti et al., 2010; Stout, Rodawalt, & Siemers, 2001; 

Thiel et al., 2003). PD patients have also shown impairment on the Game of Dice Task 

(Brand et al., 2004; Euteneuer et al., 2009). This discrepancy in performance may reflect 

differences in stage of disease, differences mediated by medication usage, and that the task 

involves the use of additional anatomy involved in executive function. A modified IGT has 

been given to PD patients as well, where the advantageous deck yields immediate large 

losses and delayed larger rewards and disadvantageous decks yield immediate small losses 

and delayed smaller rewards. The intent of this task is to determine if the deficit is in 

sensitivity to reward or punishment, or insensitivity to delayed consequences in favor of 

immediate ones. PD patients performed as well on this task as controls, suggesting that their 

impairment on the IGT either is from increased sensitivity of reward, decreased sensitivity 

to punishment, or responding to reward over punishment whether immediate or delayed 

(Kobayakawa, Tsuruya, & Kawamura, 2010).

Huntington's disease

Huntington's disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant inherited disorder characterized by 

degeneration of striatal medium spiny neurons and imaging reveals caudate atrophy. The 

disease progresses in the caudate from dorsal to ventral (Vonsattel et al., 1985), indicating 

that early deficits may involve more dorsolateral prefrontal processes than orbitofrontal 

ones. Performance on reward tasks in HD may help elucidate the role of the striatum in 

reward processing.

Secondary reward processing—Even early in HD, however, there may be reward 

processing abnormalities indicative of ventral striatal dysfunction. A recent study using the 

MID task in early HD patients (without motor manifestations) showed abnormal decreased 

activation of ventral striatum compared to controls in anticipating monetary reward or 

punishment (Enzi et al.,).

Reward-related decision-making—A deficit in planning (on the Tower of London 

task) with intact decision-making on a task of gambling based on probability in early HD 

patients is consistent with the known anatomy (Watkins et al., 2000). The tasks mediated by 

dorsal prefrontal and dorsal striatum are affected earlier. Patients with HD show fewer 
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advantageous selections on the Iowa Gambling Task than controls or Parkinson's patients 

and this correlates with measures of memory and conceptualization (Stout et al., 2001). The 

same group also showed that during this task HD patients have decreased skin conduction 

responses to loss compared to controls (Campbell, Stout, & Finn, 2004).

Conclusions

There is limited information on reward processing in many of the neurodegenerative 

diseases. A positivity bias occurs in healthy aging and a negativity bias in MCI. Patients 

with Alzheimer's disease are largely only affected through apathy. Patients with bvFTD 

have overeating that may represent increased reward representation or decreased sensitivity 

to punishment. The early degeneration of multiple reward circuit structures suggests that 

further study may reveal impairment in reward processing. More careful analysis of patients 

with motor neuron disease may also reveal deficits in reward but this has not been 

established. Studies of Parkinson's disease largely vary depending on the medications the 

patient is taking, with dopaminergic agents leading to increased sensitivity to learning 

through positive outcomes and impulse control disorders. The dopaminergic deficiency of 

the disease itself leads to increased sensitivity to negative or punishing outcomes. 

Huntington's disease provides a model for the role of the striatum in reward processing, with 

early deficits in executive function, and there may be later impairment in processing of 

reward.

An accurate understanding of reward processing changes in these illnesses will require 

careful clarification of terms, as abnormalities may occur in processing primary rewards 

(which can also be related to primary sensation), secondary rewards (or a change in the 

relative value of primary and secondary rewards, e.g., food may be more valued than money 

or social gain in bvFTD), reward-based learning, or reward-based decision-making. To 

further define the impairments in reward in these illnesses it will also be necessary to use 

instruments that more directly assess the separate components of reward processing. 

Measures of reward-based learning and decision-making such as the gambling tasks often 

require a broad range of intact functions and have yielded highly variable results in 

degenerative illness, as has particularly been illustrated in Parkinson's disease. By testing 

simple sensory rewards, abstract rewards, anticipation of reward, and sensitivity to the 

timing of reward as well as corresponding punishments, the understanding of behavior 

change in each illness and the function of each component of the reward circuit will 

increase. This will inform the approach to addressing abnormal reward processing behaviors 

in neurodegenerative disease and the application of this knowledge to other illnesses with 

aberrant sensitivity to reward or punishment, including gambling, drug and alcohol 

addiction.
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Figure 1. Key reward circuit structures and pathways that can be affected in neurodegenerative 
disease
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Table
Reward processing deficits by disease

Primary reward processing Secondary reward processing Reward-based learning Reward-related decision making

Healthy Aging Decline in primary sensory 
function

Positivity bias (stronger 
anticipation of monetary gain 
than loss)

Positivity bias with 
possible negativity bias 
in “older old”

---

Mild cognitive impairment --- --- Improved learning when 
faced with negative 
stimuli or possible loss

---

Alzheimer's Disease Loss of appetite
Poor odor discrimination and 
identification

--- --- Impairment on tasks of decision-
making under uncertainty and risk 
correlating with cognitive deficits

Behavioral variant 
frontotemporal dementia

Overeating and sweet 
preference
Odor identification deficit 
due to semantic impairment 
with intact odor 
discrimination
Decreased pain sensitivity
Decreased fear conditioning 
to loud noise
Hyposexuality

--- --- Risky choices on tasks of 
decision-making under 
uncertainty and risk

Semantic variant primary 
progressive aphasia

Food fads and restrictive 
dieting
Odor and flavor 
identification deficit due to 
loss of semantic knowledge

--- --- ---

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis --- --- Intact probabilistic 
reversal learning

---

Parkinson's Disease Olfactory impairment with 
preservation of gustation

Decreased physiological 
anticipation of monetary gain 
with intact response to receipt 
of monetary reward

Enhanced learning from 
negative outcomes off 
dopaminergic 
medication.
Enhanced learning from 
positive outcomes and 
decreased learning from 
negative outcomes on 
dopaminergic 
medication

Mixed results on Decision-making 
tasks reflecting differences in 
disease stage and medication

Huntington's Disease --- Decreased anticipation of 
monetary reward or 
punishment

--- Intact gambling task performance 
early in illness. Decision-making 
task deficits later correlate with 
cognitive impairment.
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